Abstract n th root of a Lie algebra and its dual (that is fractional supergroup ) based on the permutation group S n invariant forms are defined. S 3 -graded sl(2), Poincaré and Virasoro algebras and their representations in fractional superspaces are constructed explicitly.
Introduction
To arrive at a superalgebra one adds new elements Q α to generators X j of the corresponding Lie algebra and define relations
Observing that the anticommutator in the above relation is the invariant under the cyclic Z 2 or permutation S 2 groups we can look for possible generalization of the supersymmetry by using of S n or Z n invariant structures instead of the anticommutator. For example if n = 3 instead of (1) one has cubic relations
which is Z 3 invariant and
which is S 3 invariant. From the above relations only the one (3) appears to be consistent at the co-algebra level. Sometimes we will use the term fractional superalgebras for S n -graded algebras with n = 3, 4, . . . ... with fractional super groups being their dual. Fractional super algebras based on S n invariant forms were first introduced in [1, 2] . In the present paper we put this construction in the Hopf algebra context and define their dual, that is fractional supergroups. There are many reasons for doing that. In the formulation of superalgebras one can use either geometric (See for example [3] ) or algebraic [4] approaches (See also [5] for a comparison ). As for fractional superalgebras geometric approach seems to be insufficient. This situation is similar to the theory of quantum algebras, where we have to work with universal enveloping algebras rather than with Lie algebras [6] . Moreover, having a fractional superalgebra in hand we can define fractional supergroups by taking the dual of the former. And at last having put fractional superalgebras in the Hopf algebra context we can use well developed representation theory of the latter in the construction of representations of fractional superalgebras. We also consider important examples: sl(2), Poincaré and Virasoro algebras which may have physical applications.
There are another approaches to fractional supersymmetry in literature [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . For example one can arrive at fractional supergroups by using of quantum groups at roots of unity [13] .
The plan of the paper is as follows. To make the treatment reasonably selfconsistent, in section 2 we give a formulation of super algebras and groups in the Hopf algebra formalism. In section 3 we define fractional super algebras and discuss the structure of their dual ( fractional super groups ). Section 4 is devoted to examples. We define S 3 -graded sl(2), Poincaré and Virasoro algebras and give their realizations in fractional superspaces.
Preliminaries on super algebras
Let U(g) be the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra g generated by
where c k ij are the structure constants of the Lie algebra g. The Hopf algebra structure of U(g) is given by the co-multiplication ∆ : U(g) → U(g) ⊗ U(g), co-unit ε : U(g) → C and antipode S : U(g) → U(g):
We can extend the Hopf algebra U(g) by adding elements Q α , α = 1, . . . , N and K with relations
where b j αβ and a j αβ are the structure coefficients satisfying the super Jacobi identities. This algebra which we denote by U N 2 (g) can also be equipped with a Hopf algebra structure by defining
The dual of U
, where C ∞ (G) is the algebra of infinite differentiable functions on a Lie group G and Λ N 2 is the algebra over the field of complex numbers generated by θ α , j = 1, . . . , N and λ with relations
The operations ∆, ε and S in A N (G) depend on the value of structure constants c 
define the super N-dimensional translation group. The corresponding super algebra is defined by
Fractional superalgebras and supergroups
To arrive at cubic root of a lie algebra g we have to replace S 2 invariant form in (6) by S 3 invariant one. Consequently we define an algebra generated by X j , j = 1, . . . , dim(g) and Q α , K, α = 1, . . . , N satisfying the relations (4) and
and
where
is S 3 invariant form. We denote this algebra by the symbol U N 3 (g) with the lower index indicating the degree of grading. One can check that the above algebra is compatible with the co-algebra structure and antipode given by the formulas
To define structure constants b 
into (22) and using (17) and (4) we get
Comparing the above relation with (4) we conclude that the N × N matrices a j ≡ (a j αβ ) N α,β=1 define N-dimensional representation of a given Lie algebra.
into the identity (23) and
into (24) and using (16), (17) 
The above procedure can be used to derive S n -graded Lie algebras. We use the S n invariant form
where summation runs over all permutations of S n . Instead of (16) and (18) we then have
The co-algebra operations in U 
Now let Λ N n be the algebra generated by θ α , α = 1, . . . , N, λ with relations
In a parallel fashion with the previous section the algebra A 
with the algebra
and the duality pairing
In N-dimensions one has [9] [
where b j αβγ are arbitrary complex numbers. In the next section we give other examples of fractional super algebras and groups.
Examples
A. sl (2) The generators X j , j = 1, 2, 3 of sl(2) satisfy the relations
which imply the structure coefficients 
The formulas
(49)
, . . . [14] . We have b j αβγ = 0 and
which implies
Then the fractional supergroup A (2) which is generated by elements a nm , θ n , n, m = 1, 2 and λ satisfying (37), (38) and
can be shown to have the following co-algebra structure
and antipode
S(a 11 ) = a 22 , S(a 22 ) = a 11 , S(a 12 ) = −a 12 , S(a 21 ) = −a 21 .
The duality relations are
A3. N = 3 Now we can choose matrices a j corresponding to representations T 1 or T 1 2 ⊗ T 0 . As a consequence we will have two different fractional super sl (2) . Of course there exists also the choice T 0 ⊗ T 0 ⊗ T 0 which is trivial. For the sake of simplicity we consider the case T 
with all other structure coefficients b j αβγ being zero. The explicit form of the obtained algebra is given by (51) and
with all other relations being zero. This algebra has the realization in A 1 3 (C) given by
is the q-derivative. By means of formulas
one can verify the relations (47), (51) and (64).
B. Poincaré algebra
The Poincaré algebra is known to be defined by [P µ , P ν ] = 0 (71) [P µ , J νρ ] = η µν P ρ − η µρ P ν (72) [J µν , J ρλ ] = −η µρ J νλ − η νλ J µρ + η µλ J νρ + η νρ J µλ ,
where the metric tensor η µν has the signature (−, +, +, +). Let us introduce new elements Q α , α = 1, 2, 3, 4 and Q satisfying
with all other relations being zero. Here
are the Dirac matrices with σ µ = (1, σ), σ µ = (−1, σ), where
are the Pauli matrices and σ µν = γ µ γ ν − γ ν γ µ , C = iγ 0 γ 2 .
